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Roy Smith
    Roy Smith’s life began with his birth in Holtville, California on the 23rd of December in 1929. His family consisted of one younger brother and his parents. The parents subsequently separated when Smith was just ten years old. Due to neither of his parents being  born American, Roy’s first language wasn’t English but German-Swiss. His education was mostly high school and an AA degree achieved after military service. It has been a long time dream of his to be an architect but sadly could not due to the unexpected draft into the war. Smith was eventually married at the age of 51 to the daughter of some people he worked with.
    A lot of things can be said about Roy Smith but one way for sure is that hard work has made a hefty impact on his life. His parents had both worked for an extensive time, his mother worked locally and his father worked mostly in Richmond,California, this has lead Smith to have many occupations over the years. One of the most noteworthy was his time at Lockhead for 40 years,that included assignments in England,Singapore, and Canada, as well as other parts of the U.S.He worked a part time job at ontario airport during his time in college. Since Roy Smith has such an impressive work record it’s no surprise that he did his part for his country.
    Roy Smith’s military career was extensive and interesting. The experience for Smith started after  he was drafted.  He started out as a rifleman. The training was in Fort Ord, California and consisted of “rifle practice and long hikes”.  In the army during the Korean war he was transferred to the Army air section, and became an aircraft mechanic. His division consisted of 2 pilots 3 mechanics and 1 driver. Duties were to perform light aircraft maintenance (refuel and repairs). He flew passenger in an aircraft but unfortunately never received the chance to pilot one. Smith was promoted to sergeant but believed it was an april fools joke as it occurred on April 1. Roy Smith’s military life although important does not make up the man you see today.
  Life after the military is very pleasing for the veteran. After the military Roy Smith became a larger fan of traveling and wood carving. The house that he calls home is in fact one that he built. Unfortunately there was a house fire and now he resides in an apartment with his dear wife. Now he makes frequent visits to the reconstruction where he hopes to go back to and continue his love for wood carving and travelling. There is a wood carving rendezvous in oakhurst that they visit once a year.  Along with Oakhurst, Smith has also made trips to locations such as Osaka Japan, Switzerland, and England. Roy is often visited by his former colleagues and they make trips up to Big Bear and catch up on past events in each other’s lives.
    Everything about Roy Smith is something to be awed over. His education, military life, career, and present lifestyle are all something that most people would think a perfect example for the american dream. Even though he may not see himself as a hero or he sees himself as an average person, the people don’t see that, they see him as an icon, a symbol, one to be respected and honored. No matter what part the hero played in the military or in society, he will be a monument to not only the people around him but the future generations to come.

